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About Us
Our Purpose

Our Mission

Improving Lives Together

Serving people with a disability 
is at the heart of Yumaro’s mission.

We provide meaningful 
employment, training, social 
connections, accommodation 
and other services to benefit 
people facing significant 
adversity and who 
need support.
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About Us

Supported 
Employment
Yumaro’s Supported Employment 
service operates 10 social 
enterprises providing meaningful 
permanent employment for over 
100 people with a disability in 
horticulture, manufacturing, 
textiles, recycling, administration, 
marketing and community 
services.

Customised 
Employment
Yumaro’s Customised 
Employment programs engage 
and support people with 
a disability in employment 
with local businesses such as 
schools, hospitals and the Rural 
Fire Service.  The service also 
supports individuals to establish 
their own micro businesses.

Home and 
Community Support
Yumaro’s Home and Community 
Support Service matches 
professional support workers to 
people with a disability to provide 
independence at home and in 
the community.  The service 
also offers a range of fun social 
programs like bowling, movies, 
bbq’s, trips away to events and 
sporting matches and more.

Coordination 
of Supports
Yumaro’s Coordination of 
Supports service provides 
professional case management 
support to over 80 people with a 
disability.

Yumaro is a registered charity providing a 
diverse range of innovative disability services to 
over 220 people with a permanent disability in the 
Eurobodalla and southern Shoalhaven shires.

Plan Management
Yumaro’ Plan Management 
Service provides trusted financial 
management / bookkeeping 
support for over 80 participants 
NDIS plans.

Learning Centre
Yumaro’s Learning Centre 
provides a range of innovative 
disability specific educational 
programs (eg LLN, IT, driving 
skills, music, health and personal 
capacity building) that build the 
capacity of our participants to 
help them succeed in all aspects 
of life.

Specialist Disability 
Accommodation
Yumaro’s Specialist Disability 
Accommodation Complex in 
Moruya accommodates 7 people 
with significant disabilities and 
provides short term respite 
accommodation stays.
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Yumaro Business Award Winners
- a ‘hat trick’!
The Hon Andrew Constance MP and Fiona Phillips MP were among many to congratulate Yumaro on winning 
the 2019 “Excellence in Business” award at both a local and regional level for the third year in a row!

While we didn’t get the win in the State finals it was a wonderful achievement and a great recognition of the 
tremendous hard work that has been done by all staff, employees, volunteers and board members!
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Chairman’s Report

Last year I was very upbeat 
about 2020 for very different 
reasons, however in terms of 
our organisation meeting all 
the new challenges of the fires 
and COVID19 we have done 
extraordinary well, we have 
weathered the storm thus far 
and have been able to maintain a 
full service to all our clients and 
maintain our staff. This has been 
a very time and energy sapping 
process for all our team, thanks to 
all, a great effort.

There has been a cost to Yumaro 
of the disruptions of 2020 and 
that has been a slowing of our 
service development aims of 
offering our clients a broader 
mix of improved services, so 
the coming period will now be a 
notable for its enhancement for 
all at Yumaro.

In commercial and financial terms, 
the organisation is in a very 
sound position, our business and 
service units are going well and 
we have improved our staffing 
and management levels to meet 
present and short-term future 
needs. This is an area that will 
need to be monitored closely over 
the next 12 months. Our senior 
position in humanities has been 
filled, and long-term staff member 
Ali Minogue has been successful 
and doing a great job. 

The Yumaro Housing project 
has been a great success and is 
impacting the lives of our tenants 
very positively especially the 
independence that it offers. Our 
on-site staff are magnificent and 
offer all the supports that are 
required and more, it is a very 
happy place.

As Yumaro grows and develops 
the big challenge is to maintain 
the high standards of service and 
support that is the hallmark of 
our success, it will be a key focus 
of the Board over coming years. 
As a Board we have two key 
responsibilities the first being the 
maintenance of the organisation 
in commercial and financial terms 
as this is the key to continuing to 
improve the lives of our Yumaro 
family, the second is continued 
innovation in our services, as an 
organisation we have the capacity 
to offer the very best services and 
improved lives to the Disability 
sector in Australia and the world 
if we put our minds and energies 
to that end.

We have 3 new Board members 
this year Grant Doran, Paul 
Biddlestone and James Ethell 
they bring great experience and 
acumen to the Board thank you 
for your commitment to your 
honorary roles, Yumaro will be 
better for your involvement.

After this Bush Fires and COVID 
period we have much to achieve, 
it will take innovative thinking 
and brave decision making and 
as long as we all remember that 
it is a client focused organisation, 
we will achieve great things and 
improve many lives.

To our hard-working staff at the 
coal face and our committed 
Board thank you for another great 
year.

To our Larger Yumaro family you 
never cease to amaze me with 
your abilities.

Cheers to all

Greg Malavey 
Chairman Yumaro
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We have done extraordinarily well, we have 
weathered the storm thus far and have been 
able to maintain a full service to all our clients 
and maintain our staff.



Our Corporate Supporters

In partnership with Opal Recycling, Yumaro collects 
cardboard and clear plastic film from over 380 
businesses including major chains like Woolworths, 
in the Eurobodalla and Southern Shoalhaven shires.

Recycled product is sent to the Opal mill in Sydney 
where it is recycled and turned back into new 
cardboard and plastic products.

This year we congratulate Opal on their successful 
transition from Orora to Opal – now under new 
ownership and we look forward to continue working 
with them in into the future.  

Bunnings are a wonderful corporate supporter of 
Yumaro that make possible over 45 jobs for people 
with a disability in our Moruya and Ulladulla sites. 
Bunnings give Yumaro a special promotional supply 
arrangement that enables Yumaro to provide our 
highly sought after towelling cleaning cloths for sale 
in Bunnings stores one state at a time.

Under this arrangement Yumaro has been supplying 
approximately 15,000 1.5kg bags of overlocked 
cleaning cloths each year throughout Bunnings 
stores on the eastern seaboard of Australia.

Yumaro is grateful for the ongoing support of the 
Eurobodalla Shire Council. The Council’s works 
and procurement departments have strongly 
supported employment of people with a disability 
by purchasing all their survey pegs, cleaning cloths 
and their corporate embroidery from Yumaro’s social 
enterprises.

Additionally, the Council donates the cardboard 
from their tips and transfer stations each year 
to Yumaro, greatly assisting employment in our 
recycling enterprises.

SCC and their innovative Waste Manager Peter 
Windley, work in partnership with Yumaro to support 
the efficient recycling of cardboard and clear plastic 
waste through our recycling plant in Milton.  SCC’s 
work contributes to the employment of 12 people 
with significant permanent disability in the local 
community.
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Yumaro is very grateful to our corporate supporters.  These organisations 
purchase Yumaro products and services with a view to supporting employment 
of people with a disability. We have profiled a few of our biggest supporters 
here, but Yumaro also acknowledges the wonderful support received from 
over 400 small businesses throughout the shire as well as the
general community members.

Mitchell Rugless, our account manager, at the 
opening of Opal’s new baling machine installed 
at Yumaro.
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Our Dynamic Board

Yumaro’s fantastic and dedicated Board of Directors deserve high praise for their ongoing vision and 
balanced strategic guidance of Yumaro.

Last year we farewelled one of our long servicing directors John Hozack who resigned in May 2020. 
A new director - James Ethell joined the team on the 27 Nov 2019.

Greg Malavey
President

Robert Richmond
Director

James Ethell
Director

Grant Doran
Director

Diana Mitchell
Director

Paul Biddlestone
Director

John Hozack
Director



Special Thanks to John Hozack
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In May 2020 long serving Director 
of Yumaro – John Hozack retired 
from the Board.

John Hozack, a local Ulladulla 
solicitor joined the Committee 
of Mullala in 1994. Soon after 
he became Mullala’s President 
and he steered the organisation 
through many tough times.  

John was also in Rotary and was 
able to organise many working 
bees over the years 

Cassandra our horticulturist 
remembers he was always hands 
on rallying up anyone he could 
to be of assistance for working 
bees in the nursery and general 
maintenance.

In 2007 Mullala was taken 
over by flagstaff (government 
instructions) – they operated 
Mullala  for 2 years until the 
travelling from Nowra got the 

better of the flagstaff team 
and they sought to pass the 
operations on to Yumaro.  During 
these upheavals John steadied 
the ship and kept everyone 
positive with his attitude - always 
giving a bright outlook.

In 2009 yumaro took over the 
running of Mullala.  John rejoined 
the new Committee of Yumaro 
in 2010 - assisting greatly by 
representing the legal interests of 
the organisation and continuing 
to advocate for the needs of the 
Ulladulla supported employees.

John has never minded how much 
time he gave overseeing any legal 
matters in relation to Government 
departments, our land titles 
including establishing our new 
Yumaro Living complex and our 
lease with state gov.

Seeing Yumaro become a stable 
future for Mullala Inc – John 
transitioned Mullala Inc into an 
Ulladulla based group called 
the Friends of Mullala – mainly 
to keep ties with the many local 
Ulladulla volunteers that had 
contributed to Mullala Inc.  More 
recently with Mullala continuing 
to prosper as part of Yumaro 
(including having built strong 
local community ties), in June 
2020 John wound up the Friends 
of Mullala group also.

Despite having now resigned 
from the Board, John is still 
organising the painting of part 
of our Ulladulla site with a rotary 
working bee!

On behalf of Yumaro’s participants, staff and 
directors – John thank you for your wonderful 
contribution to improving the lives of people with 
a disability.
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Farewell to Brian Beveridge
In Aug 2020 Yumaro farewelled 
Brian Beveridge. Brian has 
made a huge contribution to 
Yumaro over the last 5 years 
as our Community Services 
Manager and more recently in 
the role of Support Coordinator.  
Brian held the reigns of our 
community services area through 
the challenging introduction 
of the NDIS and managed the 
start up and growth of our 
many new services including 
(Supported Accommodation 
(SDA), Support Coordination and 

Home and Community Support 
both in Moruya and Ulladulla 
– all of which are now thriving 
businesses.  Thank you, Brian, for 
your wonderful contributions and 
we wish you all the best in in your 
future journeys

Brian holding part of his Farwell gift 
– an embroidered Bakers Hat for 

his new business venture 
- Banksia Bread!
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2020 - First it was the fires...
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The pressure mounted as 2019 
drew to a close and large parts 
of Australia caught on fire.  But 
little did we know the magnitude 
of what was to come as the clock 
ticked through into 2020… 

Mass evacuations were the order 
of the day at Yumaro from late 
Dec 2019 throughout January 
2020.

The encroaching terrifying fires 
from the deserted Yumaro carpark

Approaching fires, wind and heat pummelled 
the recycling yard as Casie and Craig wet down 
the cardboard and before finalising another 
evacuation

“Sky on fire” again at 
Yumaro as people prepared 

to evacuate once more



Yumaro Living (our supported 
accommodation complex) drew 
close attention as the staff 
worked around the clock to 
ensure the residents were safe 
and anxieties were cooled. 

Many Yumaro Living staff 
could not return to their own 
homes which were surrounded 
by bushfires and so Yumaro 
Living quickly became a 
defacto community emergency 
centre.  Not only did staff 
shelter at Yumaro living along 
with residents, but they were 
also joined by resident’s family 
members and pets as they too 
were forced to evacuate and flee 
their own homes.

The Supermarkets ran out of 
food due to closed highways, 
power outages lasted for days 
and the mobile phone towers 
were burnt out causing complete 
communication blackouts.  
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The wonderful tight knit community 
being formed at Yumaro Living 
quickly became the place to be.

View over the roof tops of the 
Yumaro Living units as the fires 
encircled Moruya and began to burn 
through the western parts of town.

A community bbq at 
Yumaro living in the 

midst of the fires
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Then a global pandemic...
Even as this report is being 
written, the world is still in the 
midst of the Covid19 pandemic.  
As soon as the devastating 
bushfires subsided the deadly 

invisible disease swiftly made 
its way around the world, taking 
lives, closing down economies 
and completely changing the way 
we live.

Here are some excerpts from our 
April 2020 enews that begins to 
capture the situation:

Despite the trauma – Yumaro’s staff and 
participants rallied strongly – innovating the 
way we did business to ensure supports to 
people with a disability could be continued while 
keeping everyone as safe as possible.
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Social and 
Lifestyle 
Programs

610

The latter half of 2019 saw 
Yumaro’s social programs 
continue to grow with trips 
away to basketball matches, 
AFL and NRL matches in 
major cities as well as very 
popular movie and dinner 
nights, ten pin bowling, BBQ’s 
and more.  

While bushfires and then the 
Covid19 crisis put a dramatic 
halt to much of this activity 
in 2020, the Yumaro team 
quickly responded with safe 
alternatives that enabled 
people to continue with 
important social interaction.  
Innovative ideas included 
things like swapping centre 
based meditation classes 
to over the phone guided 
meditation and changing in 
home support visits to walks 
in the park.  

As the community 
transmission lessened and 
restrictions eased, Yumaro was 
quick to get group outings 
back up and running – Ten 
Pin bowling being one of the 
most popular.  However on the 
whole it would be fair to say 
that all are looking forward 
to 2021 – with the hope of a 
return to normal programs!
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TRIPS AWAY

MOVIE MADNESS

Social and Lifestyle Program Highlights

Enjoying after game 
celebrations in 

Wollongong

Yumaro participants 
enjoying a great night 

out at the Batemans Bay 
movie theatre

Every Monday 
fortnight we hit the 
movies (until the 
pandemic closed 
them down – of 
course!)
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MOGO ZOO EXPERIENCE

10 PIN BOWLING FRENZY!

Social and Lifestyle Program Highlights

Lucas, Jared, Robbie 
and the crew ready for 

bowling action!

Yumaro Living 
residents enjoyed 
a day at the Mogo 
Zoo re-opening on 
1st march (after the 
devastating fires).

Yumaro’s 10 pin 
bowling social 
trips have been a 
huge hit this year 
– so many people 
wanted to take on 
the alleys that we 
had to split the 
group into two 
separate outings.

David with Rhonda 
and Andrew, James 

and Rhonda, and their 
favourite tiger.
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ART AND CRAFT

FISHING

Social and Lifestyle Program Highlights

Ulladulla Participants 
made these creative 

pots that are now 
being sold in our 

Nursery!

Matthew absolutely 
loves fishing and he 

has been on countless 
of our fishing trips over 
the years since we have 

offered them in 
our Learning and 
Lifestyle Centre

Both our Ulladulla 
and Moruya 
sites have been 
producing some 
wonderful art and 
craft work – refining 
the artistic talents 
of our participants.

Matthew caught a bream and he couldn’t wipe the smile of his 
face. “I really enjoy fishing especially when I catch a fish.”
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Yummy
Cafe

Yumaro has long held the 
ambition to start a health food 
café option for our employees 
– this year the vision came to 
fruition!!

The café introduces people 
to great tasting healthy food 
options, all carefully prepared 
with fresh ingredients.  Menu 
options have included: Tacos, 
Tuna Bake, Zucchini Slice, Indian 

Butter Chicken, Chinese Stir 
Fry, Apricot Chicken, Burritos, 
Casserole, Healthy Fish and Chips 
and Stuffed Salad Potatoes

Main meals are prepared by a 
team of supported employees 
under the guidance of our 
wonderful qualified Chef Paul!.  
Deserts are prepared by another 
team of participants under the 
guidance of Deb Staunton. 

The wonderful food 
all comes together on 
the Thursday for a 
real feast!

614
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Learning and 
Capacity 
Building
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Leadership and Capacity Building

Independent Living Skills

Learn to Drive

Neil Reaper continued to 
engage Yumaro’s participants 
and employees in professional 
capacity programs this year to 
build their work skills, team work 
and leadership capacity.

Our Living Skills Courses have 
been extremely successful – 
operating in the Yumaro training 
kitchens and in participants own 
homes. 

Our Short Term Accommodation 
unit at Yumaro Living has 
provided a wonderful taste of 
Independent Living for many 
of our participants this year.  
Stays include capacity building 
in cooking, washing, shopping, 
budgeting and just learning to be 
without Mum and Dad!

This past year, again Yumaro has helped many clients gain the knowledge they needed to pass their 
Learner’s Permit Licence plus both Red and Green Provisional Licence and have even arranged driving 
lessons.

Jay, Laurie and Peter 
working as team to solve 

complex problems

Stephen gained his RSA 
and RCG tickets to help him 

find hospitality work while he 
studies his university course

Mark and Craig proudly 
achieved their First Aid 
certificates this year  - gaining 
important skills to underpin their 
work in our recycling team

Yumaro Living residents 
enjoying a shared meal
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Employment

$ Yumaro’s average 
Supported Employee 
Wage is DOUBLE the 
national average

Our commercial activity contributes 
to meaningful employment for

105 PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY

Did you 
know?

Annual Report 2020
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Supported Employment
OUR PANDEMIC RESPONSE - 
KEEPING THE WORK GOING FROM HOME!
When the pandemic hit with force 
in March 2020 we moved swiftly 
to keep Yumaro’s work going.

Yumaro’s admin staff 
demonstrated great flexibility in 
moving their offices into their 
own homes – after IT and home 
work environment safety audits 
they were up and running without 
missing a beat.

Due to the nature of the work, our 
manufacturing work carried out 
by some of Yumaro’s  supported 
employees was a little more 
challenging to move into the 
home environment – however 
this didn’t stop us!  Including 
exhaustive risk management 
processes and complex rosters for 
picking up and dropping off work 

to people houses, different parts 
of the manufacturing processes 
were allocated to individual’s 
home environments.  More 
than 40 supported employees 
engaged in work from home 
doing tasks such as overlocking, 
clipping, sticker sorting, complex 
straight sewing and even screen 
printing!

Robbie Brown loved working from 
home even though he missed his 
peers. After Robbie has finished his 
daily work, he ALWAYS made sure he 
cleans his work station, ready for the 
next day.
Well done. Robbie! It’s great to see 
you have kept up your great work 
ethic even while you are working 
from home.

Jared dived into working from home 
doing Screen Printing – a job he 
thoroughly enjoys.
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Supported Employment

Our wonderful recycling team

Our top gun sewing team

BRAVING THE FRONTLINES 
DURING THE PANDEMIC
While many sheltered at home much of Yumaro’s work had to continue in the workplace.  Our brave frontline 
work teams consisting of those who had passed our personal health resilience risk assessment.  A couple of 
these teams are noted below…

While the supermarkets kept selling out of toilet paper and other essential food stuffs – the volumes of 
cardboard continued to climb as they desperately tried to keep stock levels up.

Most of the employees working from home were keen to do clipping of the cleaning cloths – this means they 
needed to be overlocked first – which created the problem of having enough sewers that could work from 
the factory to get the sewing done.  So we pulled together a crack team of individuals including some of 
the recycling team members (which were not accustomed to sewing!) – they got to work sewing with many 
laughs and produced product each week that could be sent home for the clippers
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Supported Employment
RETURN AND EARN - 
EXPANDS TO THE HOSPITALS

BUNNINGS CLEANING CLOTH TEAM 
GOES FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
Having battled through bushfire 
evacuations and Covid19 closures 
– our Bunnings Cleaning Cloth 
enterprise continues to go from 
strength to strength.  In the last 
12 months we have supplied QLD, 
NSW and Act with our hot selling 
product!

Donna and Ali met with Jim 
Herford (Nurse Unit Manager) 
from Moruya Hospital to place 
new Return and Earn recycling 
bins throughout the hospital.  
Each week a team of Yumaro 
employees picks up the bins and 
recycle the bottles at a Return 
and Earn depot.

The program builds on Yumaro’s 
current Return and Earn program 
where our literacy trainer works 
with several of Yumaro employees 
to count and recycle eligible 
containers that everyone brings 
into work.

Donna and Ali meeting with 
Jim Herford at Moruya Hospital

Dean and Peter lifted their 
sewing skills to new levels this 

year – leading the Cleaning 
cloth team in Ulladulla under the 

expert guidance of Linda.
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Supported Employment
YUMARO WOODSHOP - 
SURVEY PEGS AND KINDLING

YUMARO DOCUMENT SHREDDING

Yumaro is grateful to the Eurobodalla Shire Council and local landscapers who buy all their Survey Pegs 
from our woodshop social enterprise.

The Yumaro Document Shredding Enterprise continues to grow servicing now over 130 businesses from our 
Moruya and Ulladulla sites.

Rodney enjoyed operating the new shredding 
machine at Ulladulla this year.
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Supported Employment
YUMARO CARDBOARD 
AND CLEAR PLASTICS RECYCLING

SANDBAGGING ENTERPRISE

In partnership with one of our best corporate supporters – Opal recycling, Yumaro collect cardboard and 
plastic from over 350 business up and down the coast and bale it at our depos in Moruya and Milton.  
Yumaro send approx 3 semi trailer loads of baled product to Orora’s mills in Sydney every week over the 
past year.

Our sandbagging orders continued to grow this year.  We expanded our customers to include John Holland 
(Batemans Bay bridge construction) as well as our longer term corporate supporter – Hisway.  We are now 
producing approx. 1000 sandbags per month and have purchased a new automated sandbagging machine 
(expected delivery end of 2020).

Our sandbagging crew hard at work.

Scott, masked up and working hard 
in the Ulladulla Recycling shed.

Dean Nelson has been excelling on 
the forklift this year.
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Supported Employment
YUMARO WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
PLANT NURSERY

A NEW LUNCH AREA FOR THE 
ULLADULLA NURSERY CREW

Our retail nursery was one of the only real winners out of the pandemic of 2020.  As people became 
confined to their homes, cancelled holidays and at times unable to work – the natural answer was to get in 
and do some gardening!  Retail sales soared this year and the nursery crew were kept nice and busy.

With rapid growth of NDIS services in Ulladulla, our once spacious site is now getting very tight.  So the 
team in Ulladulla decided to innovate and have constructed a new lunch area up near the nursery area.  This 
will ease traffic on the main kitchen and allow for further growth.  Well done Martin and Gordon on the 
excellent construction work

Martin and Vicky at framing stage 
then the finished lunch room above
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Supported Employment
WORK FRIENDSHIPS -
ANNUAL GOLF DAY
Yumaro’s employees know how to work and they know how to have a good time!

Casie (our senior recycling supervisor) organised another fantastic golf day out for her recycling team where 
they announced the winners of the hotly contested footy tipping comp!

Yumaro’s other wonderful social 
enterprises include...

Yumaro Grounds Maintenance 
Social Enterprise

Yumaro Textiles and Embroidery 
Social Enterprise

Yumaro Car Washing
Social Enterprise

Craig didn’t let the team 
down – dressed in his 
‘formal’ Hawaiian attire!

Laurie was in great form 
on the greens

Stephen and Jarrod 
cleaned up with prizes

Glen holding tight to his 
trophy – well done!
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School Leaver Employment Services 
(SLES) and Customised Employment
Yumaro’s SLES program supports participants who are leaving high school to explore the world of work and 
build their capacity to find and retain meaningful employment.  

Yumaro’s customised employment program builds upon SLES and provides ongoing support for people in 
any employment setting of their choice.
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Tyler

Monique

Tyler achieved multiple milestones in 2019 / 2020 – 
completing the SLES program in 2019 Tyler has:

• Gained regular work in Yumaro cleaning cloth 
social enterprise

• Cooks in the Yummy café

• Has commenced a Cert IV in education assistant 
course and 

• Has commenced work experience at the Moruya 
Primary School

With Yumaro’s support, Tyler continues to work 
towards his dream of being a learning support 
officer.

Yumaro supported Monique Driver to create her 
own business named “MonnieStar” last year. This 
year her business has grown even more – having 
moved into community stalls for selling her goods.  

In Feb Monique participated in the ‘Art on the Path’ 
Markets and the weather was perfect for setting 
her stall up and selling her creations to customers. 
“I’m really glad to have the support of Daniela. I 
bought some snacks for us but it was that busy, we 
didn’t get a chance to eat anything,” she explained. 
Monique sold many items that day including rings 
which were extremely popular

NEW BUS!
With growing numbers of employees to get to 
work each day, our little 12 seat bus became full 
this year.  So with much fundraising effort we 
raised enough funds to buy a new 24 seat bus.  
Now the employees can stretch out on their way to 
work each morning!

A big thankyou to the following generous 
fundraising contributors:

• Batemans bay Solider Club 

• NSW State Government (Stronger Country 
Communities Fund)

• Australia Post



Yumaro 
Living
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Yumaro Living

INDEPENDENT LIVING 
SUCCESS

Yumaro Living residents are 
enjoying their new homes and 
new found independence that the 
facility and service has enabled. 

The state of the art facility is 
one of the first NDIS Specialist 
Disability Accommodation 
(SDA) complexes to be built in 
Australia and includes 5 single 

bedroom units (one with a 
second onsite staff bedroom), 
a 4 resident group home and a 
2 bedroom respite / short term 
accommodation unit.

James Gillett - one of the first resident of Yumaro Living 
- has so dramatically exceeded his parents expectations 
with his new found independent living skills.  From 
living with Mum and Dad who provided 24 hour care, 
James now instructs his parents that they are only 
allowed to visit him in his brand new unit – and only for 
a limited time!!

This year James performed live in a production called 
“Comedy of Tenors” with the Red Door Theatre 
Company. James also competed at the SIEC (Sydney 
International Equestrian Centre) on his favourite horse, 
Harry and he dressed up as Superman!

Residents enjoying a social gathering 
at Yumaro Living

ROTARY’S GENEROUS 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
YUMARO LIVING
New Pizza Oven!

A New Car!

A huge thankyou to Moruya Rotary for 
building AND paying for this amazing gift 
to our wonderful residents.  Residents and 
their families have enjoyed some delicious 
pizza nights and are looking forward to 
many more to come.

Yumaro and Meals on Wheels were the 
fortunate recipients of the proceeds of 
Rotary’s Race Day Fundraiser in 2019.  
With some additional work selling raffle 
tickets from Meals and Wheels and Yumaro 
– we now have a wonderful new vehicle.  
The car is shared between Meals on 
Wheels and Yumaro – enabling people with 
disabilities and the elderly to access the 
community.  Thanks again Rotary!
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Christmas Party 2019... Just when you 
thought they couldn’t get any better!
Despite not knowing the difficult 
road that would appear in 2020, 
Yumaro fittingly finished off 
2019 with the party to end all 
parties!  Ulladulla employees 
joined together with the Moruya 
employees and descended upon 
the Batemans Bay Soldiers 
Club for a fantastic afternoon 
of dancing to DJ Matt Brown, a 
delicious Christmas lunch and 
hilarious photo booth.

228

Matthew, Scott and Ray 
enjoying the party
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CEO Report
While 2019 was full steam ahead, the 
once in a lifetime events of 2020 – 
extreme fires and an ongoing global 
pandemic – have made 2020 one 
of the most challenging years we’ve 
faced.

Probably the greatest achievement 
of the last 12 months is the fact that 
Yumaro have, in the thick of a global 
crisis, been able to innovate and 
transform each of its business units 
to ensure we could keep operating 
and continue to meet the escalating 
needs of our wonderful participants 
through this highly challenging time.

As a regional provider, our success 
is reflected in the fact that we 
continue to focus on the whole of 
life needs of our participants. Each 
of Yumaro’s NDIS disability services 
contribute to a holistic ‘wrap-
around’ service model. This enables 
supports to be targeted to any area 
of need in a person’s life and provide 
the empowerment to facilitate 
transformative changes.

Here are some examples of progress 
against our strategic goals:

Goal:  A Strong NDIS Service 
Provider Organisation
• Turnover increased by 25% from 

previous financial year
• Increased Assets to from $5.3 to 

$7.2 million
• Achieved a strong surplus, have 

paid off all loans from our housing 
development and have again built 
up our working capital to enable 
future projects

• Participants being supported by 
Yumaro now over 230 – mainly 
from the Eurobodalla and 
Ulladulla/Milton districts

• Continued to provide wonderful 
employment opportunities for 
local people having increased our 
staff to 190 people - a rise of over 
15% in just the last year.

• Capital improvements to Moruya 
carpark – concreting

• Carried out comprehensive 
COVID19 risk management 
process for all business units.  
Reconfigured business practices 
across the organisation to ensure 
safety of participants and staff.

GOAL:  Diverse Employment 
Opportunities
• Supported employee wages 100% 

higher than state average
• Expanded community 

employment opportunities e.g. 
new car washing enterprise in 
Narooma, supported employee 
placed in RFS BBay and bottle 
collection at Moruya Hospital

• Enabled 35 supported employees 
to engage in work from home 
activities during the pandemic

• Created a new staff position to 
lead Customised Employment 
options and have engaged in a 
pilot program with Melbourne 
University to increase innovation in 
this area

• The hard work and dedication of 
our supported employees has seen 
sales income grown again this year 
by 18%

GOAL: Innovative Learning & 
Lifestyle Programs Provider
• Due to popularity and growth of 

learning and social programs – we 
have restructured these supports 
into separate areas.  Social 
programs now fall under the care 
of the Home and Community 
Support team and the Learning 
Centre now concentrates on 
specific skills building whilst 
also working hand in hand with 
customised employment.  

• Trips away and social events 
continued to grow quickly in 2019 
but experienced a pause and 
necessary adjustments during the 
fires and pandemic.

• The Learning Centre developed 
and implemented more specialised 
learning programs such as a new 
Personal Capacity Building course, 
Music Lessons, Fitness, Boxing, 
Driving instruction and more

• Learning Centre continues to be 
widely recognised (by NDIA and 
LACs) as a leader in this field

GOAL: Innovative Supported 
Accommodation Facility
• Our SDA units have now had their 

first full year of operation and have 
exceeded everyone’s expectations 
in terms of the positive impact and 
independent living achievements 
of our residents.  Both residents 
and their families have new leases 
on life!

• The group home has had two 
permanent residents this year with 

a third resident preparing to move 
in within the next few months.

• Staffing has continued to grow 
and great care has been taken to 
hire the right staff and to maintain 
the wonderful culture that has 
been created at the facility. 
Currently Yumaro living employs 
10 regular staff plus 8 casuals.

• The Yumaro respite (short term 
accomm) unit has also proved 
very successful with people 
using the space to learn to live 
out of home for the first time, 
develop independent living skills, 
or as a stepping stone before 
they transition from one type of 
permanent accomm to another or 
just to have a well-earned holiday!  
The short term accomm unit 
generated $133,243 in the 19/20 
fin year.

GOAL: Home and Community Care 
Service
• In Moruya our previous 

coordinator Ali Monigue was 
successful in gaining the 
Community Services Manager 
position at Yumaro.  This saw the 
recruitment of a new coordinator 
– Jess and a new admin support 
person – Cathy (both doing a 
wonderful job).

• In Ulladulla, Kylie Rawson 
continues to lead a very successful 
service having increased staff 
numbers by 33% and attracted 
consistent growth in participant 
numbers  

• Turnover of $1,083,000 this year 
up 91% from previous fin year

Goal: New Innovative Disability 
Support Services
Transport
• Expanded regional transport fleet 

with the purchase of a new 24 
seater bus in June 2020

NDIS financial plan management
• 86 clients – an increase of 7.5% 

against previous year
Coordination of Supports Service
• Established an excellent reputation 

with the NDIA Complex Care Team
• Rapid growth to 86 clients – 

Increase of 100% against previous 
year

I would like to thank all the Directors 
and Staff for their hard work and 
dedication to improving the lives of 
people with a disability in what has 
been a very challenging year.

Mark Brantingham (CEO)
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